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Bear Feels Scared The Bear Books
It's Christmastime, and Mortimer Mouse, unhappy in his
cramped, cold hole, goes in search of a new home. He
spies a nativity scene that looks just right for him, so he
moves the statues out and settles himself into the
manger! But when he hears the Christmas story being
told and realises that the statues are of Mary, Joseph
and Jesus, he understands that the crèche is meant for
them and returns everything to its rightful place. Then,
suddenly, a Christmas miracle occurs and Mortimer
discovers a new home, at last!
A sleepy polar bear cub asks its mother questions about
the night sky as he gets ready to go to sleep.
On a cold winter night many animals gather to party in
the cave of a sleeping bear, who then awakes and
protests that he has missed the food and the fun.
A collection of eighteen short poems celebrating love
and friendship between animals, from cats and sheep to
giraffes and crocodiles.
As Bear walks in the forest, with pencil in hand, he meets
several grumpy forest dwellers and knows just what to
do for them.
As final preparations are being made for a long-planned
surprise party, Bear gets so excited he nearly ruins
everything.
When Bear is too sick to play, his animal friends go to his
cave to make him soup and tea and keep him company.
Cozy up with Bear and these three beloved board books
from bestselling duo Karma Wilson and Jane
Chapman—now available in a boxed set! Bear may be
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the biggest animal in the forest, but sometimes he needs
a little help from his friends. When Bear has the sniffles,
his sweet friends come to his cave and make him feel
better. One evening, Bear is lost and scared in the forest.
But with the help of Hare, Mole, Owl, and a few others,
he finds his way home! Then, when Bear has a loose
tooth, his friends try to wiggle it out! This boxed collection
of three Classic Board Books starring the lovable,
adorable Bear makes a perfect gift!
Cozy up with these four beloved Bear titles, now available in
one great package! Join the lovable, relatable Bear in these
four favorite stories as he discovers a new animal living
nearby, catches a cold and is comforted by his friends,
weathers a storm, and (almost!) sleeps through the winter.
This adorable shrinkwrapped set includes Classic Board Book
editions of Bear’s New Friend, Bear Feels Sick, Bear Feels
Scared, and Bear Snores On.
Dogs love to dig but one dog named Doug takes digging to
new heights (and depths) in this laugh-out-loud picture book
from New York Times bestselling author Karma Wilson and
celebrated illustrator Matt Myers. Meet Doug. Doug is a dog
that loves to dig. But when Doug digs he doesn’t just dig
holes in the backyard. He digs…ditches the size of tractors! He
digs…tunnels through gold mines! He even digs his way
into…the White House! But not even the Secret Service can
stop this digging doggy, because when Doug digs, oh boy,
does Doug DIG!
The mismatched team of collegiate Even Steven and funloving Odd Todd, two boys who are opposites in seemingly
everything, teaches young readers basic numbers concepts
in a humorous and lighthearted manner. Original.
Rhyming text and illustrations present a recipe for how to
bake a pie from all the things that make America great, such
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as a dash of purple mountain majesties and cups of courage.
By the author of Bear Snores On.
A hibernating bear awakens to find himself smack dab in the
middle of a sprawling industrial complex where people think
he's just a silly man who wears a fur coat. 46 illustrations.
In the Year of the Villain, what’s a Clown Prince of Crime to
do when the world has started to accept doing bad as the
only way to live? Out-bad everyone else, of course! The Joker
is on a mission to get his mojo back and prove to the world
that there is no greater villainy than the kind that leaves you
laughing. This special one-shot is co-written by legendary film
auteur John Carpenter (The Thing, Halloween) and Anthony
Burch (the Borderlands video games), making for a Joker
comic that’s twisted in ways you never imagined!
Bear’s many animal friends try to help him get to sleep in
time for winter hibernation in this companion story to Bear
Snores On. It’s winter, and deep in the forest, Bear should be
fast asleep. But when his friends come by to check on him,
they realize that Bear is still awake! They brew him hot tea
and sing him lullabies, but nothing seems to work. Can Bear
get to bed? Or will he be up all winter?
Cozy up with Bear and these three beloved board books from
bestselling duo Karma Wilson and Jane Chapman—now
available in a boxed set! Meet Bear. He lives in the forest with
his friends Mouse, Hare, Mole, Wren, and others. Bear’s
friends try to wake him up from a long winter sleep, but he
just snores on. When Bear is awake, he searches for
something tasty to eat. But nothing’s quite right. He wants
more. Then Bear hears something clattering in the trees up
above, and when he discovers who it is, he makes a new
friend! This boxed collection of three Classic Board Books
starring the lovable, adorable Bear makes a perfect gift!
Make way! Make way! Here comes the princess of the land.
She's sweet and kind. She's oh-so-grand. And just who is
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she, this lovely Princess Me? Come inside this book to see! A
child's bedroom is transformed into a magical kingdom in this
bright, lively offering from Karma Wilson -- the author of the
bestselling series that began with Bear Snores On, illustrated
by Jane Chapman.
When spring comes, Bear wakes up very hungry and is
treated to great food by his friends.
Explore colors with Bear in the first of a new concept picture
book series from the New York Times bestselling creators of
Bear Snores On. Colors, colors everywhere! Can you find
colors just like Bear? Karma Wilson’s playful text and Jane
Chapman’s adorable illustrations creatively introduce colors
to the youngest Bear fans, who will delight in discovering a
rainbow of fun.
Even the smallest readers can have big fun with Bear in this
sweet introduction to opposites from the New York Times
bestselling creators of Bear’s New Friend. Bear is big, big,
big, and mouse is small, small, small but these friends stick
together through all the highs and lows! Join Bear and mouse
as they spot all the opposites in their little glen. Karma Wilson
and Jane Chapman team up again to bring the youngest Bear
fans a delightful concept book that begs to be read out loud.
Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this
Newbery Medal–winning novel from Phillis Reynolds Naylor.
When Marty Preston comes across a young beagle in the hills
behind his home, it's love at first sight—and also big trouble. It
turns out the dog, which Marty names Shiloh, belongs to Judd
Travers, who drinks too much and has a gun—and abuses his
dogs. So when Shiloh runs away from Judd to Marty, Marty
just has to hide him and protect him from Judd. But Marty's
secret becomes too big for him to keep to himself, and it
exposes his entire family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty
have to go to make Shiloh his?
Lots of people have inner strength, but one girl wears hers as
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a bear outside. Some folks have a lion inside, Or a tiger. Not
me. I wear my bear on the outside. In this imaginative picture
book by Jane Yolen, acclaimed author of many distinguished
children's books including Owl Moon and How do Dinosaurs
Say Goodnight, a girl explores the many ways she expresses
herself by imagining that she wears a bear as her personal
protective shell. They go everywhere and do everything
together. The Bear is like a suit of armor and a partner all in
one, protecting her from bullies and giving her strength to be
bold when she needs it. In turn, she listens to and takes care
of the Bear. Jane Yolen's story beautifully portrays the
relationships we have with our inner-selves, encouraging
readers to stay in touch with and wear these qualities with
pride. Her text is paired with the spritely art of Jen Corace,
illustrator of bestseller Little Pea, Small World, and Brave
Jane Austen.
When Bear discovers he has a loose tooth, his friends try to
help make it fall out.
SImple text in both English and Spanish help young readers
learn about life in the Atartic.
Dilly is having fun with her brothers and sisters until - PUFF! a gust of wind blows one of her feathers away! She races
after it, only to find that it keeps floating further and further
away. What is she going to do? Find out in this endearing tale
- now in board book format!
Bear's animal friends come to his rescue when he becomes
lost and frightened in the woods.
This adorable, quirky picture book features a charming oddcouple friendship and is perfect for fans of Peter Brown and
Greg Pizzoli. Now in an audio eBook edition that reads aloud
as you turn the pages! Bear likes to keep his house clean and
tidy. In fact, the only thing Bear loves more than cleaning is
taking care of his small stuffed friend, Ursa. Then Bear sees a
sticky spiderweb . . . and where there's a web there is
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certainly a spider! The messy guest must be found, but what
Bear and Ursa finally discover might just be an unlikely friend.
Opposites attract in this adorable audio eBook, where new
friends come in all shapes and sizes.
Young readers can join Bear as he befriends the mysterious
culprit causing a ruckus in the forest!
The day before Christmas, snuggled on his floor, Bear sleeps
soundly with a great big snore. "Dear Bear. Get up!" Mouse
shouts in his ear. "We won't let you sleep through Christmas
this year." Bear's friends are determined that he'sawake for
Christmas and they get him up from his hibernation on
Christmas Eve. Bear is excited to experience the holiday with
his friends and tries very hard to stay awake, helping to find
the right Christmas tree, making mint tea and singing carols.
Finally, though, it's his friends who have fallen asleep - and
Bear Stays Up! He makes food and presents for his friends,
not noticing that Father Christmas has also come to visit.
Christmas morning dawns bright and happy for all!
Numbers, numbers everywhere. Can you count along with
Bear?
Shadows, strangers, thunder and lightning! Sometimes a toy
doggie gets scared. Don’t worry, Doggie, Baby is here.
Baby’s toy doggie is scared of many things: shadows,
swimming pools, strangers, loud noises. Boom! Good thing
Baby is there to help, with a trusty blankie (which sometimes
works). Baby also comforts Doggie at daycare and at the
playground when Mommy steps out of their sight. But when
Doggie himself goes missing, could that be too scary even for
brave Baby? Leslie Patricelli gives a fearless new spin to a
universal toddler experience—and offers a few suggestions for
things that can help the scary go away.
Bear Feels ScaredLittle Simon

The sun is setting and it's getting chilly, but Bear is not
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home and his friends are wondering if Bear has lost his
way. Well friends don't let friends stay lost, so out into
the cold march all the usual suspects. Wren, Owl and
Raven take to the skies while Badger, Mole, and Mouse
search on the ground. Pretty soon Bear is found, and
once he's back in his cave, he feels quite safe with his
friends all around.
A "Reading Rainbow" Feature Title Zum, zum, buzz....
zum, zum, buzz... What's that strange buzz coming from
the double bass? Berlioz has no time to investigate,
because he and his bear orchestra are due at the gala
ball in the village square at eight. But Berlioz is so
worried about his buzzing bass that he steers the mule
and his bandwagon full of magicians into a hole in the
road and gets stuck. Time is running out, and if a rooster,
a cat, a billy goat, a plow horse, and an ox can't rescue
the bandwagon, who can? As the suspense mounts,
intricate borders reveal the village animals making their
way to the square one by one. When the clock chimes
eight, the animals, ready to dance, have filled the squarebut there's no sign of Berlioz. Jan Brett's glorious
illustrations invite the eye to linger over exquisite details
and humorous nuances that enhance the story. This
delightful cumulative tale is one that will be looked at
again and again.
Many years have passed since Goldilocks caused chaos
at the Bears' house in the woods, but what happens
when Little Bear as was wanders out of his fairytale and
into the big city where Goldilocks now lives? Awardingwinning artist and animator Leigh Hodgkinson is the
creator of this funny and clever fractured fairytale based
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on the familiar story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Goldilocks is now grown up with a family and a rather
smart apartment, so how will she react to coming home
and finding that a very lost bear has been scoffing
porridge, breaking chairs and sleeping in beds? Will she
be cross, or is finally time to make amends?
With one of his shoes untied, and all of the animals too
scared to help, what's Bear going to do? The surprisingly
clever answer will make kids -- and parents -- laugh. A
perfect read-aloud. A lumbering little polar bear has one
shoe untied, and he needs some help! Sadly for him,
though, the other animals are all too scared of him: the
lemmings, rabbits, and seals all run away as he
approaches them for assistance. What's Bear going to
do? Luckily, two plucky birds are more than happy to
help out and offer advice -- though probably not quite in
the way that readers anticipate. In this sweet and funny
book about asking for help (and receiving it),
expectations are flipped in a simple but clever way.
Praise for Bear Needs Help: A Junior Library Guild
selection! "Laced with humor and . . . decipherable in
more ways than one." --Kirkus Reviews "The silliness will
likely win the day and earn a few giggles . . . Use this to
bring some surprising goofiness to a bear-themed or
winter-themed storytime." --BCCB
Gentle morality lessons, delightfully taught, in a tale
about an amiable bear who comes to live in the Green
Forest. Large, easy-to-read type and charming
illustrations.
Achoo! Poor Bear is not feeling well âe" he's achy,
sneezy and has a stuffed-up nose. He coughs and
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shivers and doesn't feel at all like playing outside with his
friends. Mole, Hare and Mouse, and the rest of the gang
try to make Bear feel as comfortable as possible in his
cave. They wrap him in a blanket and fetch him some
warm tea… and soon, with the care of his friends, Bear
starts to feel better. But then just as he's ready to go
outside and play, Mouse and Hare start to sneeze… now
all his friends have caught Bear's cold. With gentle care
and love Bear looks after his friends just as they looked
after him.
In this playful and charmingly illustrated Classic Board
Book, Bear has so much to give thanks for! What better
way for Bear to say thanks than over a nice, big dinner?
Bear decides to throw a feast! One by one, Bear’s
friends show up with different platters of delicious food to
share. There’s just one problem: Bear’s cupboards are
bare! What is he to do?
The sun is setting and it's getting chilly. When Bear's
friends discover that he is not at home in his lair, they
march out into the cold to find their pal. Friends don't let
friends stay lost! Wren, Owl, and Raven take to the skies
while Badger, Mole, and Mouse search on the ground.
Pretty soon Bear is found, and once he's back in his
cave, he feels quite safe with his friends all around. Little
ones are sure to love the Classic Board Book edition of
this sweet, reassuring Bear story!
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